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•  Global shocks produce a deep synchronized downturn 
–  Credit and inflation shocks are global. Asia, Europe and Americas are all in recession 
–  Consumers started the downturn, but business adjustment is gathering steam 
–  Global GDP contracts at 3% pace in 1H09 

•  The recipe for a 2H09 US-led recovery 
–  The Fed contains the funding crisis and promotes lower mortgage rates. Credit 

markets function 
–  Cushions come from policy ease and lower energy prices 
–  Confidence stabilizes, producing a rebound in durable spending from record low 

levels 
–  Global GDP rises at a 1% pace in 2H09. Stage set for above-trend growth next year 

•  Unpleasant arithmetic 
–  A three decade trend of falling unemployment is over and will have profound effects 

on the political economy 
–  Global slack to push core inflation toward zero. Central banks to battle against 

deflationary psychology 
–  The combination of high unemployment, structural budget deficits and weak capital 

formation will push US potential growth towards 2% 

Main Points 
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It’s deep and synchronized 

Global GDP EM & DM GDP 
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The credit cycle is global 

Global domestic credit  
Business surveys on credit
 tightening 
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The inflation shock was global 

Global vehicle sales Global CPI and consumption  
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The US is in the middle of the pack 

Real GDP, developed economies Global manufacturing output 
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Two equalizers: Policy and corporate positioning 

Global policy rates US real inventories to final sales 
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Corporate adjustments are intensifying 

Global employment G3 capital goods shipments and 
global bus equip spending 
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Europe and Japan at the back of the pack 

French job offers 
Japan: Ratio of real inventories
 to final sales 
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Pricing becomes a wedge issue 
Global GDP and resource
 utilization 

Global core CPI and commodity
 prices 
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•  Containment of the financial crisis 
–  Funding markets function 
–  Credit market differentiation 

•  Short circuiting negative feed back loops 
–  Lower inflation lifts purchasing power 
–  Consumers have front-loaded weakness. They don’t convulse as labor markets 

deteriorate 
–  Significant fiscal stimulus adds 2% to global growth from this quarter onward 

•  Confidence lifts and supports activity 
–  Home and car sales stabilize by end of 1Q09 
–  Orders/inventory ratios rise signaling traction 
–  By early summer business is lean and needs to expand in response to modest 

demand lift 

Walking on a path to a second half recovery 
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Credit market activity has improved for 
corporates 

Commercial paper and business
 bank loans High-grade corp, nonfinancial 
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Signs that housing activity will soon stabilize 

Mortgage apps and home sales 
New home inventories and sales
 start gap 
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Deepest downturn for consumers on record 

Real consumption Consumer outlays 
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Households have front loaded retrenchment 

Buying conditions US personal saving rate 
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Increasingly it looks like an inventory blowout 

Global IP and final sales proxy 
JPMorgan manufacturing PMI and
 global IP 
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An axis of policy vigor: US, China, and Japan 

Fiscal thrust coming 4 quarters 

GDP 
Forecast 

GDP ex 
stimulus Diff. 

Fiscal 
Thrust 
 ($bil) 

1Q09 -4.5 -4.5 0.0  0 

2Q09 -2.0 -3.7 1.7 15 

3Q09  1.0 -2.2 3.2 43 

4Q09  1.0  -1.1 2.1 62 

1Q10  2.5  1.5 1.0 71 

2Q10  3.0  3.5 -0.5 67 

3Q10  3.5  4.0 -0.5 63 

4Q10  4.0  4.4 -0.4 60 

US: fiscal impact on GDP forecast 
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US GDP forecast: A tale of two halves 

2H08 1H09 2H09 2010 
 Q4/Q4 

Real GDP   -3.5   -3.3 1.0    3.1 

  Domestic final sales   -4.1   -2.7 0.8    2.6 

  Consumer spending   -4.1    0.7 1.0    2.2 

  Business investment -13.3 -20.6 -3.2    2.4 

  Residential -19.5 -25.7 -2.5  11.4 

  Government    3.5   -0.1 3.0    2.7 

Net exports (contribution)    0.5    0.0 -0.4  -0.2 

Inventory (contribution)    0.4   -0.6 0.5   0.7 

Inventory growth   -1.7   -4.2 -2.2  1.3 

Memo: Unemployment rate (eop)    6.9    8.7 9.4   9.0 

             Industrial production -13.4 -15.3 3.0   4.2 
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A return to growth will be the easy part 
Developed world unemployment
 rates 

Fiscal deficits and debt, developed
 economies 
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A high required growth rate for the US 

 8.5%    9.5% 10.5% 

Time to 6%: 

End 2010  8.8   11.3  13.8 

End 2011  5.6     6.9    8.1 

End 2012  4.6     5.4    6.3 

Average real GDP growth, %ch saar 

If end 2009 unemployment rate is: 
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As US core inflation slides, fed battles deflation 
psychology 

US core PCE deflator: model
 forecast 

Michigan survey of median
 inflation expectations 
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US potential growth could slip to 2% 
Growth of the capital stock Beveridge curve 2000-2009 
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Global Economic Outlook Summary 

Bold denotes changes from last edition of Global Data Watch, with arrows showing the direction of changes. 
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